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Pursuant to Minn. Stat. 13.D.021,
Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement Commission members, City Staff, and
members of the public participated in this meeting electronically
due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Commissioners Present:

Keith Allen, Monica Bolinger, Etienne Djevi, Richard James,
Grace Lee, Kathryn Macomber, and Lauren Peterson

Youth Commissioners:

Beverly Yiling Xie

Commissioners Absent:

Ahmed Hassan

Staff Present:

Rebecca Olson, Assistant City Manager

Call to Order/Roll Call
The Human Rights, Inclusion, and Engagement Commission (HRIEC) meeting was called to
order at 6:30 p.m.
Approve Agenda
Acting Chair Djevi explained a young woman, Amanda Gorman, recited a beautiful poem and
because this is a new year, he would like to have the Commission watch her recite the poem to
remind the Commission why it is doing what it is doing.
Commissioner Peterson asked the Commission will be talking about the recommendation to the
City Council regarding Commission reappointments.
Ms. Olson explained she was going to do that under announcements, but it could be done at the
beginning of the meeting as well.
Commissioner Peterson explained she wanted to make sure it was on the agenda and can be left
under announcements.
Commissioner Allen asked if the Culture Brokers introduction could be moved up to the
beginning of the meeting.
The Commission concurred.
Commissioner Peterson moved and Commissioner Allen seconded a motion to approve the
Agenda as amended. Motion passed unanimously.
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Amanda Gorman Poem
A video was shown of Amanda Gorman’s poem at the 2021 Presidential Inauguration.
Acting Chair Djevi explained the poem sent a message that he would like the group to remember
as it moves forward in the year.
Public Comment on Items Not on Agenda
No one wished to address the Commission.
Commissioner Response to Community Issues
There were no current issues.
Approve Minutes
a. December 16, 2020 Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement Commission
Commissioner Macomber explained on the first page, line 42, her names was misspelled.
Commissioner Peterson moved and Commissioner Macomber seconded a motion to approve the
December 16, 2020 Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement Commission meeting minutes as
amended. Motion passed unanimously.
b. January 13, 2021 Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement Commission
Commissioner Peterson moved and Commissioner Macomber seconded a motion to approve the
January 13, 2021 Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement Commission meeting minutes as
presented. Motion passed unanimously.
Youth Commissioner Report
Youth Commissioner Xie felt really regretful for missing the last two meetings, but her mental
health was not doing so great. She indicated she spoke at a community conversation on race and
it was focusing on microaggressions. This was like a partnership between Do Good Roseville
and the Shoreview Human Rights Commission. She noted Kathy, the community member
invited her to be a guest speaker. She spoke about her experience being Asian and facing
microaggressions in this Country. She indicated it was very special to be able to share her
experience to a group of white people about what she faces in this Country.
Youth Commission Xie noticed that the Human Rights Commission have made an
announcement about the Essay/Artwork/Anything Else Competition on schoology and she was
glad she did not need to contact anyone. She thought that was amazing to see. She also noted
recently her school had all of the students fill out a survey regarding racial discrimination that the
students might have witnessed and also transphobia and homophobia that the students might
have witnessed earlier in the week. She thought this was out of the blue, but she filled it out and
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she put down her input on what could be done in the school to be more inclusive to all of the
students. The School is also forming a multicultural/racial council and she would be interested
in collaborating with them because the two students that formed it, she actually knows one of
them very well.
Acting Chair Djevi thanked Youth Commission Xie for her report and hoped her mental health is
better and noted if there is anything the Commission can do to help to reach out to the
Commission.
Commissioner Allen thanked Youth Commission Xie for sharing and explained the Commission
is there for support and help.
Youth Commissioner Xie appreciated the Commission’s concern. She indicated the Pandemic is
hard on everybody and the stress impacts a person so much more.
New Business
a. Introduction of Culture Brokers
Assistant City Manager Olson introduced Ms. Lisa Tabor and Mr. Earl Ross of
Culture Brokers.
Ms. Lisa Tabor and Mr. Earl Ross of Culture Brokers introduced themselves and
made a brief presentation of what Culture Brokers will do for the City of Roseville.
Acting Chair Djevi thanked Ms. Tabor for the presentation.
Commissioner James asked where the Police Department fit into this whole plan.
Mr. Ross explained there are Police representatives on the Strategic Team. There is
someone from the Roseville Police Department that will be a part of the Strategic
Team along with other folks including City officials and IT folks.
Commissioner James indicated he was wondering because he is on the Police
Department reports list and he noticed there are a disproportionate number of African
American’s who are stopped and detained and he wondered how much this plan will
look into that aspect of it. He noted he was not disparaging the Police Department,
but he thought it was an important thing to look into if the Team has not already
thought about it or is not a part of what the Strategic Team will look at.
Mr. Ross explained his work also involved Ramsey County, more broadly, working
on their adult justice transformation work and one of the key things being worked on
with County Attorney John Choy, along with the various Police Departments and
Sheriff’s Department is looking at things like pretextual traffic stops, the very thing
Commissioner James is talking about and the racial inequity around those stops. This
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is something that Ramsey County is taking on, along with some other areas that are
very specific to youth justice.
Ms. Tabor explained their approach is also to be in alignment with other efforts that
are going on in Roseville and with the Police Department. She expected within the
strategic racial equity action plan there will be something to the effect of making sure
that it is deeply integrated through the plan.
Commissioner Macomber heard Ms. Tabor emphasis several times an area of focus
on those who had authority, using their authority and she wondered if that could be
flushed out a little more.
Ms. Tabor explained this is encouraging leaders to really take a critical look at what
power they have and power by understanding what decisions they can make
themselves without other people. She reviewed a few examples of what she meant.
She indicated it is a little bit more trying to dig in to addressing some of the typical
excuses.
Youth Commissioner Xie indicated the Youth Commissioner position is a little
special from the other roles in this Commission. She wondered where Youth
Commissioner’s fit into this and what can she do.
Mr. Ross explained when talking about community, it also involves young people and
the schools and how are those young people engaged in this work. Culture Brokers
also know that it is the youth voice that is really critical in a lot of this work. Even
with the work, with respect to looking at the Law Enforcement and how that is
occurring, there is actually within Ramsey County an MOU that is being established
that is actually being born through young people. That very thing he is hoping to do
in Roseville. He thought in terms of her role, Culture Brokers was looking to help
with strategy, they are also looking to Youth Commissioner Xie to help them think
through what the strategies are that are going to be necessary to engage young people
in this work around racial equity. What are the appropriate tactics. How does the
Commission need to ensure that young people’s voices are being heard, not just at
this table but at other tables as well. It is really important to have that youth voice in
Roseville and he thought it was great that this particular Commission has a youth on
its Board because it is such an important part of what they really see as being critical
to work.
Youth Commission Xie asked what the changes are that the Commission can look
forward to.
Mr. Ross explained Culture Brokers is going to be helping the Commission think
about those changes that are necessary but is in collaboration in working with the
Commission. He reviewed some items that Culture Brokers have worked on with
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clients in the past. Part of the work Culture Brokers will do is work with Roseville to
get the City to think about the change it wants to see.
Commissioner James explained from his perspective, the Commission and City
Council as a whole have had difficulties and are kind of stuck in reaching out to
various communities. He also suggested Ms. Tabor to stick around and listen to
discussions when she does visit the meetings because there are a lot of stuff that goes
on in the meetings and does not necessarily get reflected in recommendations or other
things.
Ms. Tabor indicated she appreciated that comment and would love to do that because
she could get a lot of insight.
Acting Chair Djevi explained the Commission talked about getting input from the
community, at least having community observation in this process and he wondered if
Ms. Tabor had ways for the community to be engaged in this process that she could
talk about or is this something that is going to come up later.
Ms. Tabor explained the specifics will come later. She indicated the way this was
done in the City of Minneapolis was primarily through workshops. Surveys could
happen as well.
Youth Commissioner Xie explained since there is a Pandemic and everyone is at
home with meetings on ZOOM, what are Culture Brokers strategies in bringing
people together during this time.
Mr. Ross explained there are different ways they can go about doing that. Culture
Brokers will be looking to the Commission and to the folks in Roseville to help think
about what has been done. The online approach is not ideal. Having done things
with community and working them community in different space, having a space just
for community allows for some very authentic conversations. The Commission will
need to think of ways to foster discussion in smaller groups so that there is actual
engagement with each other and then finding and having that be a way to actually
record the lived experiences and the recommendations that are coming forward.
Protocols are evolving in this area.
Youth Commissioner Xie asked if Culture Brokers will reach out to the Commission
by email individually or as a group and will that be available.
Mr. Ross explained Culture Brokers has been in contact directly with Ms. Olson, but
their contact information is available. If there is a question or want to reach out to
them directly it is encouraged.
Acting Chair Djevi thanked Ms. Tabor and Mr. Ross for giving the presentation and
answering questions.
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Ms. Olson explained she wanted to talk about the recommendation of filling
Commission vacancies later in the meeting, but it is kind of piggyback off of what
was just discussed. She suggested the Commission transition to that conversation
next.
Ms. Olson explained at the January 4th City Council meeting there was not a good
explanation by her about the recommendation that came forward and she wanted to
have an opportunity to provide to the Commission what her thoughts were and then
for the Commission to share their thoughts. At the January 4th City Council meeting
staff had a recommendation not to fill the HRIEC vacancies that are coming up. She
indicated the whole process was convoluted and confusing on both Council and
Staff’s part. There were mistakes made on what the process was. It was rushed and
the Council did have the option to either reappoint that evening or not reappoint.
With that option to make those reappointments that evening staff had to provide a
variety of different explanations in short notice. Staff’s mistake on that is that the
process was not well thought out. The concept of her recommendation of not filling
those vacancies, first and foremost, she wanted to have a conversation with the
Commission but based on how things turned out that did not happen, and Council did
not decide to postpone that decision to allow that conversation to happen.
Ms. Olson stated her intent behind staff’s recommendation was really to take
advantage of this window of opportunity that the Commission has with a variety of
people going off the Commission and taking that time to evaluate what this
Commission is doing. The Commission was born shortly before she arrived and from
her understanding it was maybe a little less than a smooth transition of combining two
different Commissions and from that this Commission came about. There was great
intention from combining those two Commissions and what this Commission should
be. However, in her experience, as serving as the staff liaison there have been
multiple times when there has been confusion over what the scope of this
Commission is, over what this Commission can and cannot do and over what the
purpose of this Commission is. What she thought is given the conversations that this
Commission has had, particularly in the last six months, over the desire to really
make some impactful changes and do things in a little different manner than this
Commission had previously been doing things. This was an opportunity for the
Commission to have that conversation and to evaluate if things are working the way it
should be working, if the structure is the way it should be. If there are other ways that
the Commission should be either operating or topics it should be doing, to really dig
into those Commissioners that have the experience before bringing on new
Commissioners.
Ms. Olson indicated her intention behind the recommendation was not stated very
clearly but that there would be a time where the Commission focuses on evaluating,
doing that review. Whenever there is a new policy or procedure, she thought it was
important that the Commission take a step back at some point and evaluate if it is
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working the way it is intended to work and have this group think about if this is what
this group should be or could be and then once the Commission has that
understanding, if there are changes or recommendations, at that point, her thought
was, in September to appoint new Commissioners. Or with the addition with the
Diversity, Equity, Inclusion Consultant (DEI), with Ms. Tabor and Mr. Ross, those
coupled with the new Equity and Inclusion Manager the City is going to be hiring, is
there a different partnership that the Commission has and what does that look like.
There are a lot of things that are changing and different then when this Commission
was originally formed. It was her intent to suggest the Commission pause, think
about this to see if there are other ways to do things, is this what the Commission
should be doing. If it is then to go ahead in September and get some new
Commissioners on the HRIEC but she wanted the Commission to pause and discuss
those things.
Ms. Olson explained she knew some of the things that this Commission wants to do,
either is difficult to do under the scope the Commission is currently set up as or
difficult to do given the structure of how this Commission meets once a month. All
of the rules that are tied to open meeting laws, all of those things that can create
bureaucratic red tape. She noted that was her intent behind her recommendation.
Commissioner Peterson thanked Ms. Olson for the explanation. Without that
explanation it was really confusing. She thought Ms. Olson’s reasoning made sense,
having gone through the process of combining two Commissions she can attest to the
confusion and the lack of direction. There was a clear outline and charge on what the
Commission was to do on paper but in reality, doing that and having it come about
was very confusing and still is to this day. She agreed that a pause may be helpful to
re-evaluate things and determine where to go. She indicated she will be gone so
ultimately the remaining members will get to make that decision, but she could see
Ms. Olson’s point as to why she would make that recommendation. She noted she
valued Ms. Olson’s insight and opinion and being a liaison between the Commission
and the Council is really difficult and she thanked Ms. Olson for doing that and being
an advocate for the Commission. She noted she really appreciated Ms. Olson’s
opinion.
Commissioner Bolinger concurred and thought listening to the consultants and then
the appointment of the new DEI in the City she thought this is a great opportunity to
take a pause and create a Commission that people want to be on and have a little
clearer direction on what that is. She thought there has been a little bit of push and
pull between the Commission and City Council and everyone on the Commission are
volunteers, but all have a little bit of power and authority to do the work the
Commission wants to do so that things can get done and not just spinning wheels.
Youth Commissioner Xie found what Ms. Tabor said about what the Commission has
is right in front of them. Everyone on the Commission has a voice and are all on this
Commission because of each persons’ passion. She agreed that there is a lot of
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confusion about what this Commission is, even to her after a year. She noted she is
still confused about what the Commission can do.
Commissioner Macomber echoed all of the comments and thought the explanation
was very helpful and welcome because it was difficult to understand the motivation
behind the recommendation. She understood that while the Commissioners as
individuals and while on the Commission have some power, the Commission is still
operating under the scope that the City Council designs for them. The first change
may be going to the Council and asking for the authority that the Commission does
not already have. She noted as Commissioner Lee brought up at the Council meeting
with the reduced number of Commissioners on the HRIEC they are very limited on
how the work plan can be accomplished and even meet in two’s and three’s if
approaching a quorum.
Commissioner James explained he was newer to the Commission and probably came
with a slightly different perspective, at least a different history than many of the
Commissioners. He appreciated Ms. Olson’s explanation. From where he sits and
from what he has experienced in the last year and a half is that the Commission has a
work plan that has been adopted and in looking at the workplan, if the Commission
do that than the Commission has done a lot this year. He thought the Commission
can still move ahead and that defining and redefining where the Commission is can be
done among them. He thought it might be helpful to have a special meeting where it
is talked about and if the Commission is going to take a pause then he thought it
would be important to talk about it before the three Commissioners leave. He thought
their input would be valuable to the rest of the Commissioners and to any new
Commissioners that would be coming onboard.
Acting Chair Djevi indicated the Commission received an email from Ms. Olson a
few days before the January 4th City Council meeting and what he would have liked
was for the Commission to have had a chance to talk about this as a group and come
up with a consensus with a chance to have an open discussion in order to know where
Ms. Olson was coming from and why the recommendation was made to the City
Council so the Commissioners would have been prepared as Commissioners and not
as individuals to let the Council know what their intentions were. He thought that
was where this could have gone a little differently.
Acting Chair Djevi thought having been on the Commission for four years, like
everyone else, he thought the Commission has spun its wheels quite a bit, but he did
believe that they are at a point now where the Commission will be closer to action
than the talking that has been done for the last several years. If the Commission is
going to move to actions like identifying communities that should be reached out to in
one way or another, the Commission is going to need manpower to do that. He noted
it was refreshing to hear Ms. Tabor make the point that this group could be a partner
in reaching out to the community. He understood there will be challenges but the
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optimist part of him always feels like they cannot let challenges define what the
Commission does going forward.
Ms. Olson indicated she appreciated all of the comments and the City Council has
decided to fill the vacancies and will be moving forward with the applications and
interviews. She agreed that discussion should have happened with the Commission
first before going to the Council.
b. Appoint Commissioner Chair
Assistant City Manager Rebecca Olson explained the Commission needed to appoint
and new Chair due to Cat Beltmann resigning. She indicated this is at the discretion
of the Commission to choose to either appoint someone as Chair right now or at the
March meeting.
Acting Chair Djevi explained his personal opinion is that because there is only one
meeting left before appointing a new Chair and Vice Chair, he would be happy to
continue running the meeting until then and in March the Commission can elect a
new Chair and Vice Chair.
Commissioner Peterson thought that was reasonable.
Commissioner Allen agreed.
Youth Commissioner Xie explained she liked the set up the way it currently is and
wondered if the Commission could make Acting Chair Djevi the Chair and then elect
a Vice Chair.
Acting Chair Djevi thought because it is only a month it could be postponed and
could run the meeting as Vice Chair.
Commissioner Macomber indicated if Acting Chair Djevi was willing to continue to
be Vice Chair until March she would be willing to step in, if needed, to run the
February meeting.
The Commission concurred.
c. Work Plan Updates
Essay Contest:
Ms. Olson updated the Commission on the Essay Contest to date.
Commissioner James stated his small group discussed the essay contest and the
reason why they pulled back on the videos was because they were not sure where the
community would be as far as the Pandemic is concerned and how to share those
submissions with the Commission and the Community would be difficult to figure
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out. Although the group liked the idea, the logistics of doing something with it is
where they ran into a problem. The group figured a song would be easier to handle.
As far as recognition, the group thought at least a certificate of involvement and
appreciation coming from the City would be good and depending on how many are
there maybe a gift card for significant ones would be nice.
Youth Commissioner Xie indicated she was pretty proficient with technology so if
someone wanted to submit videos the person could upload their video to YouTube
and submit the link to the Commission to look at.
Ms. Olson explained that is one thing she did consider, and the City’s IT Department
is slightly cautious about having people send the Commission links to click on so the
Commission may want to consider something else. What she shared with the teacher
was basically what Commissioner James explained. She did ask the teacher if there
were any suggestions so if she receives any suggestions from the teacher that could be
feasible, she will pass that on to the group.
Commissioner Bolinger explained the small group also did talk about having the City
post some of things on the website which would be another kind of recognition for
any participants. Her group also talked about pulling a few of the submissions out for
some kind of honorable merit and those people could be interviewed on CTV. She
noted if there are quite a few of the submissions that are noteworthy than CTV might
even give the City two different days on the TV Program. That is another way for the
individual to be recognized. The gift certificate was just a suggestion because they
understand the Commission has a budget but some of that money could be used for
gift certificates from local businesses to help support those businesses as well. It is a
way to kind of give back on both sides.
Rosefest Parade Engagement:
Ms. Olson updated the Commission on the Rosefest Parade.
Acting Chair Djevi thanked Ms. Olson for the update and her work on this and
reaching out to Mr. Matt Johnson. He noted Matt’s email was pretty exhaustive and
has criteria for things that the Commission does not want to get involved in, which is
political activities. He thought it would be important going forward that groups the
Commission reaches out to, if political groups, that the Commission does whatever it
needs to do to build a community, not a political party of political movement.
Acting Chair Djevi asked if the spots will be for the HRIEC every year or for just this
coming parade in June 2021.
Commissioner Peterson explained she was on the parade committee two years ago
and the Parade Committee can hold those two spots each year for the Commission.
She would highly recommend that the Commission have someone be a liaison on the
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Parade Committee again and be a voice for change in the parade because this is a very
front facing event and a place where changes can be made.
Acting Chair Djevi indicated he would be happy to be the Liaison person to the
Parade Committee once Commissioner Peterson leaves this Commission. He thought
if the Commission had two spots each year, the Council asked the Commission to
reach out communities that are not politically involved in the City Government or
policies, he thought a list should be made of what the communities are and have two
communities represented each year in the parade and have a cycle so all of the
different communities are represented.
Commissioner Peterson thought the one spot is for all of the Commissions to walk.
She would reserve that spot for the Commissions because she thought it was
important for the Commissions to be present and represented at the parade.
Acting Chair Djevi reviewed some possible groups he put together that he took from
the proclamations.
Commissioner Allen asked what the timeline was for having a group lined up to walk
in the parade.
Acting Chair Djevi thought Matt’s email stated May 1, 2021 would be the deadline to
have groups in place.
Commissioner Peterson indicated that was correct.
Commissioner Allen expressed his interest in reaching out to a group for this year’s
parade but did not want others to also reach out at the same time so there are multiple
groups planning to walk.
There was some discussion on different possible groups to ask for walking in the
parade.
Ms. Olson thought the Commission would need to make a decision on a group by the
April Commission meeting.
Community Feedback Response:
Ms. Olson updated the Commission on the Community Feedback Response Item.
Commissioner Lee reviewed the work done so far on Community Feedback. She
indicated the group did go ahead and look to see what Commissions are doing as well
as the City and City departments. She explained next month the sub-group will be
looking at what other cities are doing and what best practices are so that later the
group can propose a new plan and procedures for Commissions, City, and
departments response to Community feedback.
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Commission Recruitment/Interviews:
Ms. Olson indicated these items were Chair Beltmann and Youth Commissioner
Xie’s responsibility and since Chair Beltmann resigned the items have fallen onto
Youth Commissioner Xie and she was not sure if Commissioner Xie had any time to
consider this. She explained it kind of begs the question if this is something the
Commission wants to keep on the workplan and pulled off for now. She noted as a
part of the work being done with the consultant, is reviewing the action plan as it
relates to racial equity. One of the items in that action plan is focus on making sure
that the Commissions and any Boards the City has are more reflective of the
demographics of the community. Staff has not gotten to the point where steps are
being figured out or anything, but she wondered if maybe this recruitment and
interview piece is something the Commission wants to put on hold until the
consultant has had a little more time to work with staff on flushing this out a little
more.
Youth Commission Xie understood and agreed. She thought the Commission should
give the DEI consultants a chance to review this. She thought looking at this,
specifically assist to outreach to traditionally underrepresented groups, she joined that
particular small group because she wanted to help people recruit more Youth
Commissioners and give them the tools that are needed to succeed. She indicated she
could help with other outreach as well.
Ms. Olson indicated one of the topics she would like Youth Commissioner Xie to
work on is related to onboarding of Youth Commissioners.
Commissioner Lee thought as far as recruitment and the interview piece goes, if the
Commission waited until the DEI Consultant recommended something, one thing she
wants to see, if however or whoever implements it, tracking the demographics of who
is applying and how often those people apply and if all applicants are getting
interviews and how many actually get offered a position. She noted she wants to
track the data.
Ms. Olson indicated that is something staff is hoping to accomplish. Staff just made
an application update earlier this year and are starting to ask people to self-identify on
the application. She noted all applicants that apply are interviewed.
Commission Onboarding:
Ms. Olson reviewed the Commission Onboarding item with the Commission. She
thought this item could be refocused. She noted the Council had multiple question
about the Youth Commissioner Voting at the last City Council meeting. The Council
wants to provide an opportunity to allow Youth Commissioners to vote but they also
want to explore some options for Youth Commissioners to opt out of voting if there
are any legal implications and also have an acknowledgement from parents if the
Youth Commissioner is going to be voting.
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Ms. Olson explained the Council also thought it would be really important to really
focus on the onboarding for Youth Commissioners if they choose to be a voting
member because that changes some of their responsibility and how they need to be
responsive to the community. The Youth Commissioner would be provided a City
email address and they would be expected to also respond to emails that came before
them. There would need to be some training provided to the Youth Commissioners
on that role. That is something the City Council would like the Commission to look
over and review. She noted she would be happy to write up all of the information for
March in order to have a deeper conversation on this. She would also like to have
some expertise from Youth Commissioner Xie as well.
Youth Commissioner Xie explained her input so far is that yes there needs to be an
option to opt out because some people are very casual and do not expect to do such
formal work. She thought responding to email just like any other member is integral
to part of the role because that is how you put your voice out there. There should be
some sort of form that tells parents that if their kid is going to be a voting member
they would be met with legal liabilities and she was thinking of maybe doing a google
form that could be filled out or something else like that.
Ms. Olson indicated she would reach out to Youth Commissioner Xie to get some
input and ideas that could be included in the March report.
Commissioner James asked if he could volunteer to work on the onboarding part of
this.
Acting Chair Djevi thought there should be a little group for the onboarding team, for
not just new Commissioners but for anytime new Commissioners come on board
those Commissioners could be updated on what is going on in the Commissions and
perhaps be a go to person if new Commissioners have questions.
Commissioner Allen suggested the one way he got to know everyone on the
Commission was by walking in the parade with the group and if he did not do that it
might have been harder so he thought the Commission should make a commitment
that when a new person comes in each Commissioner make time to meet with that
person.
Community Outreach:
Ms. Olson updated the Commission on the Community Outreach being done.
Commissioner Bolinger indicated for January, her main goal was to ask the
Commission if there were any pre-existing relationships to any community members,
groups, individuals that might want to be a liaison for the City or someone who could
be a contact for them. She thought the Commission could email her or Ms. Olson.
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Ms. Olson thought Commissioner Bolinger could get the information and add it to the
Google Document so all of the Commission could see it.
Other New Business or Reports
a. Monthly Proclamation Update
Assistant City Manager Olson reported on the following:
• Black History Month was brought to the January 25th City Council meeting.
• Women’s History Month is for March and will go to the City Council at their
February 22nd City Council meeting.
Acting Chair Djevi indicated regarding the Human Trafficking Awareness Month
there was some discussion between the Police Department and CTV, and he believed
there will be some recording of educational programming on February 11th on the
subject. He noted for Black History Month, the theme will be the Black Family
Representation, Identity and Diversity. One thing he wondered if the Commission
could try to ask black families in Roseville to submit family photos so that the City
could show those photos online on the City webpage with a short description of who
the family members are to display that diversity in the black family in February. He
asked if that were something the Commission could do.
Commissioner Bolinger thought that was a great idea. Maybe even be able to take
those photos and make a billboard or a banner out of it to show those families. She
thought COVID is going to make how the message is communicated challenging as
far as getting that out, but it would be posted to the City website.
Acting Chair Djevi indicated he was also looking at those challenges and did not
know how many families will participate. He also wondered if it was possible to
have pictures of the week instead of daily photos, depending on how many entries the
Commission gets.
Youth Commissioner Xie thought posting the photos on the City website is a good
idea and maybe instead of having just the photo, maybe ask the family to write a short
introduction about themselves and who they are and add it under their photo.
Commissioner Allen indicated he was for digital photos being put up on the City
website and thought there could be ways for them to be put up throughout the month
and also at the Council meeting as the proclamation is read the photos scroll across
the screen.
Ms. Olson wondered how the City would ask for submissions. She noted the
newsletter would not be timely for that, but they could use social media, the City
website but the Commission also needs to be aware that it is almost February and
would probably have to have the families sign a disclosure form letting the City use
those photos.
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Acting Chair Djevi asked the Commission to reach out to black families they know
that would be one way of getting the word out. He noted he has already talked to
black families he knows, and folks are already on board and like the idea. He did not
think anyone would resist the idea of signing a disclosure form.
Commissioner Bolinger thought if the City has a Facebook page, maybe family
photos could be posted on there as well.
b. Monthly Equity and Inclusion Report
Assistant City Manager Olson updated the Commission on Equity and Inclusion
being done at the City.
Announcements
Ms. Olson indicated the Park and Rec Commission is doing some engagement and outreach
regarding the renaming of Pocahontas Park. The Park and Rec Commission did indicate they
want to involve this Commission in some form, but she did not know what that looked like.
Ms. Olson explained the City has hired a consultant to help with some of the Zoning Code
updates. There will be an engagement piece as a part of that and will be a little more targeted
based on geography and what things are being changed in the Zoning Code.
Future Agenda Items
Adjournment
Chair Djevi adjourned the meeting at 9:00 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Sue Osbeck
TimeSaver Off Site Secretarial, Inc.

Roseville Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement
Commission
Agenda Item

DATE: February 24, 2021

ITEM: 7B.

ITEM DESCRIPTION: February Work Plan Updates

Background
Updates will be shared by the various Lead Commissioners on the 2021 Work Plan.
Work Plan Item

Update

Essay Contest:

The deadline for
submissions is March 10.
Staff met with Joanna
Tzenis and Bri Fisher from
the U of M Extension
(4H). They are here
tonight as they have
extensive experience in
judging and can serve to
help brainstorm ideas on
how to recognize
submissions.
The Parks department
has indicated that two
spots in addition to the
regular “commission”
spot are held.

Rosefest Parade
Engagement

Rosefest Parade Typically the commission
Commission spot has had a theme to
accompany them in the

Lead
Commissioner
Richard

Next Steps

Etienne/Keith

1. Identify groups that
should be considered
(using proclamations or
other criteria).
2. Choose which groups
to reach out to for
2021

Etienne/Keith

1. Identify theme for
2021 parade.

Identify ways to recognize
entries.

parade (ie. LGTBQIA+
proclamation)
Community
Feedback
Response

Subgroup to research
how other cities address
it.

Grace

Commission
Recruitment

Commission
Interviews

Community
Outreach

Beverly will develop
recommendations and
assist with youth
commissioner recruitment.
Youth Commissioner.

This will be part of the
Strategic Racial Equity
Action plan and the city’s
Strategy Team will lead this
work in partnership with the
DEI consultant and HRIEC.

Commission
Onboarding

2. Attend other
commission meetings
to gather support.

Richard/Beverly Finalize details to be
included in onboarding
draft.
Clarify details for the
Community Contact List and
ask commission for existing
relationships to add or
leverage.

Monica

Recommendation
Provide updates on each work plan item and next steps for the February meeting.

Attachments
A. Commissioner Onboarding outline
B. Our Role (extracted from Parks Commission Primer)
C. February Work plan

Attachment A

Commissioner Onboarding:
We think each new commissioner should receive:
-The Commissioners Handbook (city provided)
-New Commissioner orientation ( city provided)
-From the Parks and Rec Handbook:
-What is Our Role? page (adapted for HRIEC)
-What is hoped as a Commissioner page (adapted for HRIEC)
-A list of HRIEC Commissioners with contact information for each
-Copy of current workplan
-Chairperson assigns one current commissioner as a “buddy” to each new commissioner (especially
the youth commissioner)
-HRIEC “buddy” makes contact with new commissioner sometime in April (preferably prior to the
first meeting):
-Minimum topics ‘buddy” should discuss with new commissioner:
-How the meetings work
The powers of the HRIEC

Introduction
With lots of help from staff, this primer has been compiled by sitting
commissioners who wish they had something like it when first starting out. This is
the essential stuff that nobody tells you outright, or if they did, you may have
missed it due to information overload.
New Parks and Recreation commissioners face a steep learning curve during
their first year and our hope is to help you familiarize the concepts and terms
you’ll hear discussed.

What’s our role?
Feeling a little adrift when first starting is a given. We all did. Here are some initial
points to consider as members of the Parks and Recreation Commission:


We serve!
Parks and Recreation Commissioners serve the public, the citizens of
Roseville, Roseville businesses, visitors to Roseville and we serve anyone
using the parks, programs, facilities and natural resources in the Roseville
community.
There are ten of us, including a non-voting youth representative (volunteers
all) who have been appointed to serve in an advisory capacity to the mayor,
City Council, and Parks and Recreation staff (mostly Lonnie) regarding
Roseville Parks and Recreation matters.



We rely on others!
We rely entirely on staff (and each other) to run the system, provide
information, explain what we are supposed to know, outline key issues, stay
abreast of all upcoming matters and report to the City Council on a regular
basis. We rely on citizens to give us feedback.



We interact with people!
Our part is to disperse into the community, listen and talk to residents and key
stakeholders, relay all relevant information to staff, advise and support the
Parks and Recreation staff in whatever way we can.



We volunteer!
This is a volunteer position. Everyone has different demands on their time.
So, start where you are, use the gifts you have, and do what you can.
We appreciate your energy, commitment and input!
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What else is hoped of us as commissioners?
It’s not expected or mandatory, but…


Show up and be seen in the community; Discover Your Parks (DYP),
participate in playground builds, natural resources renewal events, national
night out, and other park events. It’s a blast.



Volunteer extra time as appropriate: Serve on advisory boards, community
meetings, park events, and park projects with other volunteers.



Show up and be seen in support of Parks and Rec staff: Your presence at
City Council meetings, relevant public meetings of any kind, and park events
is appreciated.



Communicate. Whenever you see a staff member or any park user feel free
to walk up and say, “Hi”. Also, feel free to stop in to the Parks & Recreation
office to meet and discuss your questions, ideas or thoughts with staff.



Be a City of Roseville booster: This is your community. It’s a great one and
your involvement only makes it better.



Practice your Roseville Parks and Rec PR: When you use the parks talk
(mostly listen) to park users.
o Note the topics or questions people have and forward them to Lonnie
o Get names when possible and contact information
o Direct people to the website
o Follow up with people as appropriate
o Refer anything you can’t answer to Lonnie



We’re volunteers: As we mentioned at the beginning, this is a volunteer
position. Everyone has different demands on their time. So, start where you
are, use the gifts you have, and do what you can.
We appreciate your energy, commitment and input!
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City of Roseville HRIEC 2021 Work Plan

Lead
Goal

Essay Contest

Rosefest Parade Engagement

Community Feedback
Commission Recruitment
Commission
Commission Onboarding
Response
Interviews
Grace/Etinne/Beverly
Cat/Beverly
Increase community
Increase community participation and diversity of applicants
engagement/ communication

Community Outreach

Richard/Beverly

Monica/Etienne/Keith
Promote inclusivity in our community

Subgroup to research current
state - how does community
contact HRIEC currently?

Commission discuss assisting
city with spreading the word
about open commission seats.
Specifically assist with
outreach to traditionally
underrepresented groups

Cat & Beverly with
staff review 2021
interview process and
questions, propse
revisions.

Clarify details for the
Community Contact List & ask
commission for existing
relationships to add or
leverage.

Ensure groups reached out to are apolitical
Are 2 spots held each year?
Commissioner Djevi volunteered as liaison to
parade committee
Make a list of communities not typically involved in
local government & rotate through those groups
each year
Rebecca to clarify if 2 spots in addition to
HRIEC/Commission spot
Review proclamations for participation
May 1st is deadline for groups to be in place.
KOM, Native American group (tie in with
Pocahontas park renaming), Grand Marshal idea?
Look to confirm group at March meeting

Reviewed what commissions and
city & city departments are doing
Grace will send compiled
research. It will be in Feb packet
Next month looking at what other
cities are doing.

This is part of Strategic Racial
Equity Action Plan.
Tracking demographics of who are
applying & how often & who is
interviewed. How many are
applying?
This is "on hold" for HRIEC work
plan as it is being discussed with
consultant.

This is "on hold" for
HRIEC work plan as it is
being discussed with
consultant.

Start theme discussions. May tie into the larger
parade them or focus on work of HRIEC. Attend
other commission meetings to encourage parade
attendance and sign-up.

Subgroup to research what other Beverly develops
cities do/ best practices
recommendations and assist with
youth commissioner recruitment.

JAN

Certificate of involvement from City
Discuss gift card depending on # of
submissions
Post some submissions on website?
Consider some honorable merit &
interviewed on CTV
Use gift cards from local businesses to
support them as well

FEB

Monica/Etienne/Keith

Youth commissioner voting
Rebecca will provide staff report
for Feb meeting
Onboarding team - process
(make time/commitment to
meet&greet) - Richard
Before first meeting - talk to
new commissioners ahead of
time
Forward P&R handbook to
Richard/Beverly

Ask all of commission for any preexisting relationships with those
who may want to be opinion
leader or liaison
Rebecca resend google form linkS

Richard & Beverly observe 2021
onboarding process for
commissions. Review
onboarding materials.

Begin collecting names,
institutions, and businesses. 10
minute brainstorming session at
commission meeting.

Roseville Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement
Commission
Agenda Item

DATE: February 24, 2021

ITEM: 7C

ITEM DESCRIPTION: Youth Commissioner Application
Background
The City Council asked that the Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement Commission review changes
to the Youth Commissioner Application and provide feedback.
Last year, the HRIEC made a recommendation to the City Council that Youth Commissioners have voting
rights. Council recently determined that they would like to provide youth commissioners the ability to
either opt in or opt out of voting. In doing so, they also wanted to ensure that youth commissioners
understand the responsibilities that come along with voting as well as provide some privacy protections
prior to youth applicants determining if they want to vote or not. The Council’s feedback is included in
the minutes excerpt attachment. It includes the following:
1. Have a separate application for youth commissioners
2. Allow youth commissioners to opt in/out of voting
a. Provide applicants details (and training if they are appointed) on the responsibilities that
go along with voting.
3. If youth commissioners choose to opt in to voting, provide them a city-issued email address to
assist with privacy and data practices considerations.
4. Ensure parents understand the potential legal ramifications if youth choose to opt in to voting.
Have parents sign the application and provide a disclosure statement.
Attached is a draft youth commissioner application for consideration. The HRIEC is asked to weigh in on
the application questions and provide feedback. (The City Attorney will review the disclosure
statements.)

Attachments:
A:
B:

Draft Youth Commissioner Application
Minutes Excerpt

Minutes Excerpt – January 25, 2021
a.

Discuss Youth Commissioner Voting
Assistant City Manager Rebecca Olson briefly highlighted this item as detailed in the
Request For Council Action and related attachments dated January 25, 2021.
Mayor Roe indicated at the last discussion there was direction to get past and current Youth
Commission and parent feedback regarding this and he wondered if staff had done this yet.
Ms. Olson explained back in September, staff reached out to all of the current Youth
Commissioners and asked them to talk with their parents about this concept. The feedback
staff received was that either they were okay with the voting or whatever the Council’s
pleasure was. She noted staff did not directly get parent feedback at that time.
Councilmember Strahan appreciated the thought that went into the attachment of the
sample application. She stated it would be nice to have the applicant sign it in addition to
the signature of the parent. She thought it was really important and being an educator, as
a student is rarely allowed to speak solely for themselves without the permission of their
parent. She noted legally, she did not know if the City would want to get into a situation
where the Youth Commissioner could be involved in something without the permission of
their parents. She thought the concept and how specific to the young person was really
applicable.
Councilmember Willmus agreed and thought that was a logical approach. One of the things
he would go one step further with is that these Youth Commissioners would be voting
members so they should be accessible to the public. He would like to see if the City goes
in that direction that they have at least an email contact for them. That would be a City
email so if there are any issues, such as a data request, it is not being sent from someone’s
personal email account. He thought that would provide an additional layer of privacy for
the individual.
Councilmember Etten agreed as well with several of the comments. He definitely would
want the youth to sign their application. He agreed with Councilmember Willmus that there
should be a city email with the expectation that the Youth Commissioner use that email.
At the same time, his concern for all of this is if the person is a voting member, then at
some level there has to be the expectation that this person is available to the public and is
responding to the public. He thought the City needed to be very thoughtful of that. The
HRIEC has certainly delved into several subjects that are very difficult and brought up very
strong positive and negative responses from the public. The City has to be thoughtful about
whether they want that person to be required to respond. He did not think it was legitimate
to say that person can vote and not be responsive to the public at the same time. He also
arrived at a vote that is noted as is currently the practice of Ms. Olson on the HRIEC
without it being counted as a full vote as maybe has been requested by one Youth
Commissioner. He was hesitant to do this but if it is allowed, there needs to be more guard
rails to protect the youth.
Councilmember Groff thought the draft application created was a very good start. Having
served on the HRIEC and also the Planning Commission, he did not recall a Youth
Commission on the Planning Commission, but he could be wrong. His experience with
the Youth Commissioners is that those individuals are very interested in the subjects and
wanting responsibility. He thought that diminishing their role has to be considered here.

He thought with correct parental advise on this, the City could move forward and not be
risking a lot of blow back. To his knowledge, nothing on the HRIEC was so controversial
that there were protests going on or anything like that. He thought that going ahead with
this would not be a big risk.
Councilmember Willmus thought the most contentious issue he had seen with the
Commission since his starting on the Council would be the conversations that went on
regarding the marriage amendment and there were hard conversations that occurred then
at the HRIEC and also as that recommendation came to the City Council. There may be
parents who have reservations about their teens being involved in some of those
conversations. There may be some reservations on the part of having their child subjected
to some of the emails that the Council was subjected to and also the seated members of the
HRIEC.
Councilmember Groff indicated he was on the HRIEC at that time and they did not receive
extensive emails that were considered hate emails. The HRIEC had the hearing and that is
where most of the information came out. His experience is that the Youth Commissioners
are just as compassionate or more passionate about those issues as the Commission
Members but if the parents have a different opinion, then that would have to be worked out
between the parents and the youth. He thought safeguards could be put in place to address
those types of situations.
Mayor Roe indicated he was going to suggest that the disclaimer page as well as the signoff
page have more of that type of information included in it. He thought there could also be
a general opt in or opt out as a part of the application process where a member could choose
whether to be a voting member or not.
Councilmember Etten asked if the Youth Commissioners already get the emails.
Ms. Olson thought that was correct and they are part of the group email when someone
emails the Commissioners.
Councilmember Etten thought there would be an expectation of potential responding to the
public and that for him is the issue because it is a different level of exposure.
Councilmember Strahan explained there is also that level of civics of what is an appropriate
response when someone has that option. She thought that might be something that needs
to be taught when onboarding the Youth Commissioner.
Ms. Olson stated that is an excellent point because that is also one of the items the HRIEC
is looking at, as well as what kind of things are needed for onboarding Commissioners.
This is an item on the HRIEC workplan for this year.
Mayor Roe thought the Council was supportive going forward with Youth Commissioner
voting and looking at what could be done with applications and disclaimers as well as
training and other information that provides some of those guard rails discussed. He also
though the HRIEC should continue to look at both the proposed draft application as well
as anything else related to this process.

Mayor Roe offered an opportunity for public comment with no one indicating a
desire to speak.

Sample Application
Name : _______________________________Date of Application: _____________________
Address (no P.O. boxes please): _________________________________________________
Email Address: _______________________________________________________________
Phone Number: _______________________________________________________________
School Grade during 2020-2021 School Year
Date of Birth _____/____/________ MM / DD / YYYY

The City of Roseville Commissions hold one regular meeting per month. As a member, your presence is
expected. More than three unexcused absences (without contacting the chair or staff liaison first) may
lead to you stepping off the commission.
Which Commission are you applying to?_______________________________________________
Tell us what unique qualities, talents, and experiences you have that would benefit the
Commission:____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Please list school and community activities or service organizations in which you are involved:
___________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
The Youth Commissioner's purpose is to discuss and advise the City Council on the needs and concerns
of youth. Please explain what you believe is the biggest issue affecting Roseville and how you would
address it. (You may attach a separate sheet with your answer.) ______________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
A major part of being a Youth Commissioner is bringing ideas and recommendations to the City Council.
The purpose of this question is to show that you can look at different sides of an issue, consider a wide
variety of viewpoints, and provide direction.
Sample Question: A common issue around the country is should citizens at the age of 16 be able to vote
in local elections, rather than at age 18. What is your opinion on this issue? Please provide three reasons
for your answer (if you use facts or quotes please cite your sources). Then include three points from an
opposing view. For this application, your personal opinion on this topic does not matter. (You may
attach a separate sheet with your answer.)___________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Sample Application
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Have you previously served on a board or commission for the City of Roseville? ♦ Yes ♦ No --If yes,
which board or commission and years of service?__________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Have you served on a board or commission for another governmental entity? ♦Yes ♦No --If yes, what
entity, and what was your role? _____________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Voting:
Most commissions conduct a lot of their work by consensus as well as through dialogue and
collaboration. However, there may be instances where votes are taken on items of interest. Youth
Commissioners must choose whether they wish to be considered a voting member or a non-voting
member of the commission. Should you choose to be a voting member there are responsibilities that
you must acknowledge and agree to abide by. They include the following:
______

As a voting member, I agree to attend all trainings offered by the staff liaison, and city as
it relates to my role as a commissioner.

______

As a voting member, I understand that I will be issued a City of Roseville email address,
which I will only use to conduct commission-related business. This city-issued email
address is public and will be available on the city’s website and subject to all relevant
data practices laws.

_____

As a voting member, I understand that while the advisory nature of a city commission
make it unlikely that there may be a legal action as it relates to a commission’s vote, a
voting youth commissioner may be placed in the position of having to legally defend
their action.

_____

As a voting member of a commission I understand I am subject to the complaint process
of the city’s ethics code.

*Both the parent/guardian and the youth applicant must agree to the following. If a parent has not
signed off on this section, the youth commissioner will be considered a non-voting member.

Sample Application
Parental Permission for Applicants Less Than 18 Years of Age
If you are less than 18 years of age, parental permission is required for you to serve on a City of Roseville
commission. I am the parent or legal guardian of the applicant listed above. I have reviewed this
application form and understand that the applicant’s participation on a City of Roseville commission is
voluntary. I understand that City of Roseville commission meetings are broadcast live on television. I
also understand that certain data on my child as an applicant and as a member of a City of Roseville
commission is public under the law. I give permission for my child to serve on a City of Roseville
commission. I give permission for my child’s image to be used and disclosed to the public in
photographs, videos, websites, social media, and on television in relation to my child’s work with a City
of Roseville commission. I understand that if my child’s application is selected for consideration by the
City Council, all of the data contained in my child’s application materials and provided to the City in
support of my child’s application will be published in the City Council packet and will be made available
to the public, with the exception of my child’s address, email address, and phone numbers. I give
permission for this disclosure.
____________________________________________

_____________________________

Signature of Guardian/Parent

Date

By signing below, I agree that I wish to be considered for appointment to a City Commission.

____________________________________________

______________________________

Signature of Applicant

Date

2021 Proclamations
Month

Proclamation

January

MLK Jr. Day

January

Human Trafficking
Awareness Month
Black History Month

January 4

Women’s History
Month
Fair Housing Month

February 22

Days of Remembrance
Asian American and
Pacific Island Heritage
Month
Mental Health
Awareness Month
Older Americans
Month

March 22
April 26

LGTBQIA+ Month
Americans with
Disabilities Month
Hispanic Heritage
Month

May 17
June 21

Constitution Week
Indigenous People’s
Day

September 13
October 11

February
March
April

April
May
May
May
June
July
September
September
October

City Council
Meeting
January 4

January 25

March 22

Notes
Looking to incorporate more volunteer
opportunities in 2022
Working with CTV, RPD & other partners on
educational event
Theme “The Black Family: Representation,
Identity and Diversity”
Valiant Women of the Vote: Refusing to Be
Silenced.
CC adopted a fair housing policy Nov. 5,
2018. Information on city website:
https://www.cityofroseville.com/3048/FairHousing

April 26

NAMI – “You are not alone” campaign

April 26

“Communities of Strength”
https://acl.gov/oam/2021/olderamericans-month-2021

September 13

September 15- October 15
Hispanics: Be Proud of Your Past, Embrace
the Future
September 17-23
October 11

City of Roseville

Equity & Inclusion
February 2021
Introduction

Equity Narrative
The City of Roseville is
dedicated to creating an
inclusive community
where the predictability of
success is not based on
race or ethnicity.
The actions of
government at the federal,
state, and local level have
created racial disparities
that continue to harm our
community. Rectifying
these disparities is critical
to the development of a
vibrant community and a
high quality of life for all
residents.
All City Departments will
prioritize racial equity in
their planning, delivery,
and evaluation of
programs, policies, and
services.
The City of Roseville is
committed to taking
tangible steps to
normalize, organize, and
operationalize racial
equity principles and
tools, with an eye toward
impactful and sustainable
outcomes that create a
more equitable
community.

This monthly update highlights the on-going work being
undertaken by staff as it relates to racial equity. The purpose of
this update is to inform both City Council, staff and the public
regarding this work in an effort to share information as well as to
spark opportunities for partnerships or leverage additional
resources.
Equity and Inclusion Manager

The city received over 100 applications for the position of Equity
and Inclusion Manager and has narrowed the field down and
invited candidates to a second round of interviews in early March.
The goal is to have someone onboard with the city in early April.
The Equity and Inclusion Manager continues Roseville's
commitment to integrating equity and inclusion principles into all
operations, projects and services of the city.
DEI Consultant Update
The Strategy Team has been working with Culture Brokers over
the past several months to prepare and build an understanding of
the work the city has done to-date and to review and revisit the
existing racial equity action plan. The Strategy Team is now
moving into further developing and refining the action plan that
includes setting priorities, identifying and developing metrics and
benchmarks and drafting commitments to this work.
Culture Brokers has officially launched this work with
presentations to the City Council, city Leadership Team, Strategy
Team and the Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement
Commission. Additionally, they have provided feedback on a
variety of projects including:
•
Recycling RFP – inclusion of equity principles
•
Zoning Code Update – Community Engagement Plan
•
Pocahontas Park Engagement Plan

